
OINIT-1 

-Physics is the study of matter and the principles that overn its behaviou 
of which a 

UNITS& DIMENSTONS WHAT IS PHYSICS? 

e study involves observations and measurement, on the basis of whicn a physical theory is developed. Thus physics is a science of measurement. What is a Physical quantity? A number or a set of numbers used for quantitative description of a physica phenomenon is called a Physical quantity. A physical quantity may be measured or may be calculated from measurea quantities. 
What is a unit? 
The unit is defined as some reference standard with which quantities of the same kind to be measured are compared. There are two types of units observed in physics. One is the ) Fundamental Units 
(ii)Derived units 
Fundamental Units 

The basic units in terms of which the units of all other physical quantities can be 

measured, are called the fundamental units. 
They are () length (m) 

(ii) mass (kg) 
(ii) time (s) 
(iv)electric current 

(v) temperature (k) 
(vi) luminous intensity (cd) 

Derived Units 
These are the units derived from the fundamental units i.e., units of velocity, 
acceleration, force, volume, area ,ctc. Some of the derived units are listed below as 
a reference. 

(i)frequency(Hz) 
(ii) Force (N) 
(ii) Energy () 
(iv) Power (Watt) 
(v) Electric charge (C) 
(vi) Potential difference (V) 
(vii) Electric field strength (V/m) 
(vii) Magnetic field strength (Am") 

(ix) Electric resistance (2) 
(x) Capacitance (F) 
(xi) Magnetic flux (Wb) 

(xii) Magnetic flux density (tesla or T) 
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Xi) Inductance ( henry or H) Xiv) Luminous flux (lumen or Im) (xv) Illumination (lux or lx) Xvi) Luminance (cd,m*) 
t can be noted that the derived from basic or fundamental units. 

Characteristics of a unit- A unit must be possesses following characteristics, 
~t should be invariable. 
It should be easily available for comparison with various measurement. 

It should be non perishable. 
It should be convenient in size. 

Systems of units- 
A coherent system of units means a complete set of units based on a certain set of 

well defined basic units. 
There are three major systems of units commonly used which are usually named 

according to the initials of the three basic units. They are 

) M.K.S(metre-Kilogram-second) 
(ii)C.G.S(centimetre-gram-second) 
iii)F.P.S(foot-pound-second) 

M.K.S SYSTEM= The system of unit based on the fundamental units of the metre ,the kilogram and the 

second called metre-kilogram-second or M.K.S System. 

C.G.S SYSTEM 
The C.G.S System of units is based on centimetre as the unit of length, the gram as 

the unit of mass and the second as the unit of time. 

This system of units formerly widely used in science is also known as Gaussian 

system. 

F.P.S SYSTEM -
In this system which is also known as the British system, the basic units of length, 

force and time chosen as the fundamental quantities are foot, pound and second 

respectively. 
DIMENSION 
Dimensions of a physical quantity are the powers to which the fundamental units be 

raised in order to represent that quantity. 
DIMENSIONAL FORMULA 
Dimensional formula of a physical quantity is the formula which tells us how and 

which of the fundamental units have been used for the measurement of that quantity. 

M'LT| is called as the dimensional formula of area. 

An equation writen in the following manner is called dimensional equation. 

Area=[M°L°T 

DETERMINATION OF DIMENSIONS OF A QUANTITY 

Dimensions of a physical quantity can be determined as follows 

Write the formula for the quantity ,with the quantity of L.H.S of the 

(i) 
equation. 

(ii) Convert all the quantities on R.H.S into the fundamental quantities mass, 

length and time. 
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Substitute M,L and T for mass, length, and time respectively. 
i) 
(v) Collect the terms of M,L and T and find their resultant powers which 

ve the dimensions of the quantity in mass , length and time respectively. Example 
(a)Area= length*breadth 

[LXL]=[L-[M°LT 
So the dimensions of area are 0,2,and 0 in mass, length and time respectively.

(b)Volume=length*breadth*thickness 
=[LxL«L] 

-L'FIMLT 
(c)Velocity= distance/time

=[LVTFLT'FML'T
So the dimensions of velocity are 0,1,-lin mass ,length and time respectively. 

(d) Acceleration= velocity/time 

[LT VT] 

[LTF [ML'T) 
So the dimensions of acceleration are 0,1and -2 in mass, length and time respectively. 

(e) Momentum= massx velocity 

= [M][LT'F{M'L'T') 

So the dimensions of momentum are 1,land -1 in mass ,length and time respectively. 

(1) Force= mass x acceleration 

=[M']x [M'L'T) 
= [M'L'T 

Some important dimensional formula of some phvsical quantity- 

Relation Dimensional formula 
SI Physical quantity 
no 

01 Moment of force Moment= forcex distance [M'L'TVL'HM'L'T 

02 Force 
Force-massxacceleration [M']«[LT']= [M'LT) 
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03 Work 
Work-force x distance [M'L'THLE[M'L°T} 

[M'LT 04 Energy Both k.e and p.e 
05 IMLTVIL'=IM'L°T)| Pressure Force/area 
06 Impulse 

forcex time [MLT[THMLT' 
07 Power [MLTVIT-{M'LT) Work/time 

08 Gravitation constant forcex(distance(mass [MLTL [LV[M'F[M'L'T?|
09 Surface tension Force/length [MLT VLF{M'L°T] 

10 Moment of inertia massx(radius)2 [M[LFIM'L'T) 

Uses of dimensional analysis: 
Dimensional analysis has been put to following three uses 
)To convert the values of a physical quantities from one system to another. 
ii)To check the correctness of a given relation. 

(ii)To derive a relation between various physical quantities. 
)To convert the values of a phvsical quantities from one svstem to another: 

Using dimensional analysis and applying the principle of homogeneity, we can find 
the numerical value of a physical quantity in any system if its value in some other 

system is known. 

Examplel-Convert a work of 1 joule into erg. 

Solution:- M.K.S Work C.G.S 
system-1 [M'LT) System-2 y 

M 1kg a=1 M-1g 

L=1m b=2 L=1cm 

T=1s c -2 T21s 

N=1 Na=? 

Physical quantity as represented system-1= N,[M^'L1T,) 

Physical quantity as represented system-2= N,[M2°L,°T2] 

Since the quantity is same in both the systems, 
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NaMLT,I = N,[M,°,°T1 
N= N[M,aM,1°[L,EL]°IT/TJ 

Substituting the values as given in the problem, 
N=1[1kg/1gl [im/1cm]'[1s/1s12 

1x[1000g/1gl [100cm/1cm]'x1 
So 1 Joule= 10' erg. 
Example-2 
Convert an atmospheric pressure of 76 cm of mercury column in to M.K.S units. Density of mercury 13.6 g cm and g= 980 cms 
Solution: 
A quantity ( P=76x13.6x980 dyncm) pressure [M'L'T] is known in C.G.S system. Its value in M.K.S system is to be calculated. 

C.G.S PRESSURE M.K.S 
System-1 
M-1g 
L=1cm 
T1s 

IM'L'T) system-2 
a=1 M-1kg 
b-1 L21m 
c=-2 

N= 76 x 13.6 x 980 

Since N= N,[M,/M,1°IL/L,]°[T/T1 

T2 1s 

N2? 

76 x 13.6 x 980[1g/1kg]'[1cm/100cm][1s/1s] 
76 x 13.6 x 980 [1g/100g]'[1cm/100cm][1s/1s]* 

76 x 13.6 x 980 x 100 

1000 
1.129x 103 

So 1 atmospheric pressure 1.129 x 10° Nm. 

i)To check the correctness of a given relation: 
To check the correctness of a given relation, we find the dimensional formula of 

every term on either side of the relation . If the dimensions are identical, the 
relation is said to be correct. 

Example:-1 
Let us check the correctness of the relation s= ut +at 

Solution: 
LH.S 
Dimensional formula of S [L1 

R.H.S 
Dimensional formula of ut [LT]x [T] = [L] 

at=[LT]x [T] Dimensional formula of 

Since the dimensional formula of L.H.S = R.H.S are same. 

So the relation is dimensionally correct. 
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Example :-2 
cneck the correctness of the relation -u 2as 
Solution 
The given relation is v-u= 2as 
L.H.S 
The dimensional formula of v = [LT*] The dimensional formula of u= [LT"] 
R.H.S 
The dimensional formula of 2as = 2[LT'] [L] = [LT'] 
Since the dimensional formula of L.H.S = R.H.S are same. 
So the relation is dimensionally correct. 
(iii)To derive a relation between various phvsical quantities: Relation of one physical quantity with others can be derived provided the factors on which this quantity depends are known to us. 

Example: 
Let us obtain an expression for centripetal force required to move to body of mass 
m,with velocity v in a circle of radius r. 
Let the centripetal force F depends upon m,v and r as follows 

Fx m 

Fxv 
Focrc 

Where a, b, and c are dimension less constants. 
So F x ma vb re 

Or F k ma vb rc 
Where k is a dimensionless constant. 

----(1) 

Writing the dimensional formula of quantities involved in equation (1), we get [ML'T] = [M]'|LT']° [L 
Comparing the dimensions on both sides 

a = 1 

b+C 1----- 
-b -2 

---(2) 
----(3). 

-(4) ----. 

From equation (4), b=2 

Substituting in equation (3) c= -1 

Putting a=1, b=2 and c-1 in equation (1), we get 
mv 

F k 
Which is the required expression. 

If k 1 then 
mv< 

F 
r 

Limitations of dimensional analysis: 
It gives no information regarding theb constant of proportionality involved in 

the equation. 

It cannot be used to derive an expression involving trigonometric functions. 
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